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Abstract：Citizen participation is seen as the new way to improve governance and enhance the level of public services．Al⁃
though participatory democracy is not the main area of democratic theory research in a very long time，with the coming of
“post-modern” society，governance emphasizes more on conversation and services rather than simply response and manage⁃
ment， which leads to the “post-modern” public administration． Public administration discourse theory is an important
branch of “post-modern” public administration theory，which treat public administration theory as a “language”，stress⁃
ing the importance of “imagination” and “intuition”，providing a theoretical basis and a new research path for the study of
citizen participation．Therefore，the research of the citizen participation which base on the discourse of “post-modern” pub⁃
lic administration will contribute to a better understanding of the meaning of citizen participation，implementation，and mov⁃
ing toward to the democratization participation．
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